PULL PLOW
Two plows are better than one!

844.BLU.PLOW
(844.258.7569)
www.danielsplows.com
The Daniels Pull Plow doesn’t replace your front-mounted plow - it complements it by cleanly removing snow and ice from those hard-to-plow areas that your front mounted plow simply isn’t designed to efficiently handle.

Thanks to 2,000 lbs of down pressure; driveways, loading docks and circle drives are cleared in record time - right down to the pavement!

Unlike the competitor back blades, the Daniels Pull Plow requires absolutely no modifications to your vehicle in order to install.

Since your snow removal actions are always done while moving forward, it’s much safer than back dragging snow into a crowded, busy street!

The Daniels Pull Plow fits virtually any 4WD vehicle equipped with a 2” receiver-type hitch. Thanks to the patented SPEEDHITCH™ — hook-up is fast and easy!

1. Simply connect the SPEEDHITCH™ to the vehicle’s standard 2” receiver-type hitch and connect chain to the truck frame.
2. Connect the drawbar arms to the “ears” on the T-bar, then connect the horizontal arm.
3. The entire plow assembly can be removed from the vehicle in under 30 seconds, freeing the rear of the truck for other uses.

SPECIAL FEATURES

Clean, contained, out of the way, and accessible for maintenance. Easily installed and removed with the lift assembly. Does not affect the fast and easy 1,2,3 hook up.

Our all steel construction containment box houses all hydraulic and electrical components powering the plow.

Can be easily moved from one vehicle to another

Cycle time: 2.5 seconds

CLEARANCES: ALL MODELS

Rear of bumper to end of plow: 26”
Maximum lift height-side plates: 12”
Maximum lift height-rear of plow: 18”

RECOMMENDED APPLICATION

62” - UTVs
72” - Toolcat, Kubota RTV
80” - Jeep and small chassis trucks
90” - 1/2 ton and full-size SUV
96” - 3/4 and 1 ton trucks
102” - Dually Truck

Daniels new low profile design allows full tailgate use

NO WELDING REQUIRED